
Chapter 8 : The Jefferson Era

Section 1: Jefferson Becomes President

The Election of 1800
In the newspapers below summarize the attacks made on the candidates by their opponents.

Why did the Election of 1800 lead to the ratification of the 12th Amendment?

Thomas Jefferson

How did Jefferson’s Inauguration demonstrate 
his thoughts on the Presidency?

1.

2.

3.

What were 3 ways Jefferson implemented his 
parties ideas as a new President?

1.

2.

3.

Judiciary Act of 1801: William Marbury 

Who was he? What did he do?

James Madison, what was his role?

Marbury vs. MadisonDecision: Judicial Review:



Chapter 8 Section 2:  The Louisiana Purchase

Before America came to own the territory known as Louisiana, it changed hands several 
times.  Take notes in the boxes below to learn more about the significance of this land.

Why did America depend so heavily on the 
Mississippi River?

How did the French come to control Louisiana?

Fill in the boxes with 
the details that led to 
America’s purchase of 
Louisiana.

Why Napoleon’s plan failed:                         Talleyrand’s offer:

Napoleon’s Plan for North America:

What troubled Jefferson about the 
Louisiana Purchase?

In order to learn more about the newly acquired lands to the west President Jefferson sent expeditions to explore them.  
Take notes on what they found below.

Lewis & Clark

4

Details each.

The Expedition:

•

•

•

•

Contact with Native Americans:

•

•

•

•

Zebulon Pike

What was the purpose of his mission? What challenge did he encounter?



Chapter 8 Section 3:  The Coming of War

By the early 1800’s the United States was finding it increasingly difficult to stay neutral, particularly with 
Britain.  Take notes below on the challenges to our neutrality and the nation’s reaction.

Explain each of the following in detail.

Barbary Pirates British Interference with US Shipping

LED 

TO:

Embargo Act 
of 1807   
Define:

Cause: Effect:

Conflict in the West

How did the British assist the Natives in 
the Old Northwest territory?

How did Tecumseh 
plan to resist?

What happened at the Battle of 
Tippecanoe?

Call for War
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4 reasons they wanted war: 5 reasons they didn’t want war: 2 details on declaring war:



Chapter 8 Section 4:  The War of 1812

Early Battles

Despite our efforts to stay neutral, the United States once again found itself at war with Britain in 1812.  The 
British navy was far superior to the American Navy, however, American ships were able to defeat British ships, why?

Battle of 

Lake Erie 

details:

Goal: Results:

Creek War 

details:
Cause: Effects:

Great Britain on the Offensive

Take notes in the chart below on the details of the battles listed.

Battles:                Key Details:

Washington

Fort McHenry

New Orleans

Effects of the War
Treaty of Ghent

•

•

•

•


